Nippon India Nivesh Lakshya Fund

(An open ended debt scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is greater than 7 years)

Aim to enjoy long term benefits of investing in pure debt & money market instruments including Government Securities, in a tax-efficient manner**, with no lock-in period!

So go ahead and seize the opportunity TODAY!

For more information contact your Mutual Fund distributor or visit https://mf.nipponindiaim.com

This product is suitable for investors who are seeking*:

• Income over long term.
• Investment in Debt and Money Market Instruments with portfolio Macaulay Duration of greater than 7 years.

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

**Sale of units after 36 Months of purchases entitles investor to avail indexation benefit for other than equity oriented scheme. Long term capital gain and short term capital gain Tax is applicable on redemption based on period of holding.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
KABUL. The Afghan government issues with the leadership in Afghanistan for talks on strategic "synchronising efforts to combat terror". An Indian official after the Doval on Wednesday visited National Security Advisor Ajit Doval goes to Afghanistan, Pakistan on talks on strategic "synchronising efforts to combat terror". An Indian official after the Doval on Wednesday visited National Security Advisor Ajit Doval.

IN MANY pockets of Maharashtra, Pune, January 13, Business as Usual.

TRUMP ON VERGE OF SECOND IMPREACHMENT

Pak court sentences Hafiz Saeed’s aides to over 15 yrs in jail.
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Fareed Zakaria

India has come to expect bipartisanship from the latter days of the Nehru-Gandhi family, where Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi were both from the same political family. But it is not surprising that this tradition of bipartisanship is not as strong today as it was under the Congress Party, particularly under the leadership of the Nehru-Gandhi family. This is because the current political landscape is dominated by different political parties, each with its own agenda and set of beliefs. While there may be some level of cooperation between these parties, it is often limited to specific issues or events, rather than a comprehensive and ongoing effort to work together towards a common goal.

Thus, it is not surprising that we see a significant difference in the way India perceives its political landscape today. The current political environment is characterized by a strong emphasis on party allegiance, with each political party vying for power and influence. This has led to a shift away from the ideology of bipartisanship, which was a hallmark of the Nehru-Gandhi era. Instead, we see a proliferation of political parties, each with its own set of policies and priorities.

In addition, the current political landscape is characterized by a strong emphasis on short-term gains and quick fixes, rather than long-term solutions. This has led to a proliferation of policies that may be popular in the short-term, but which do not necessarily contribute to the long-term development of the country.

Moreover, the current political landscape is characterized by a significant degree of polarization, with different political parties often adopting extreme positions on key issues. This has led to a proliferation of policies that may be popular in the short-term, but which do not necessarily contribute to the long-term development of the country.

In conclusion, the current political landscape is characterized by a significant shift away from bipartisanship, with a strong emphasis on party allegiance, short-term gains, and polarization. This has led to a proliferation of policies that may be popular in the short-term, but which do not necessarily contribute to the long-term development of the country.
**KOLKATA, JANUARY 13**

**Back TMC if you’re genuinely against BJP**

The development came a day after Sisir Adhikari was removed as the administrator of the Kantim municipality.

Reacting to the development, sources said: “This is the ‘real face of senior politics’. It was the BJP who were highlighting these issues.”

The woman, identified as Leela Oraon, said: “A huge police force, including mobile police units and CRPF, was deployed in the area and the police suspect these men may have been carrying gas cylinders at the site.”

**Fire broke out at Hazari Bustee near Chandra Bose Road; West By: Raw Land Square.**

**KOLKATA, JANUARY 13**

The Central Bureau of Investigate conducts raids at Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh.

**OFFICIALS Of the Central Bureau of Investigation are carrying out raids at the homes of several bienennium councilors of Aspi Majhi party as well as the illegal coal trading racket in the Asansol-Durgapur belt of West Bengal, sources said in the agency.

The CDI on November 28 last year carried out a massive operation at 45 locations in four states after registering a case against Aspi Majhi, who was suspected to be in consultation with several coal trading racketeers and owners, sources said.

**Ambulances/Divisional Officechsshillong01@gmail.com**

**EC official meets DMs, SPs, reviews poll preparedness**

EC officials meet DMs, SPs, and other officials to review poll preparedness.

“Those two parties are only fighting against a communal force, who are highlighting these issues,” said a senior police officer.

The two parties are only fighting against a communal force, sources said. A huge police force, including mobile police units and CRPF, was deployed in the area and the police suspect these men may have been carrying gas cylinders at the site.

EC should probe rise in number of voters in rolls: BJP

EC should probe rise in number of voters in rolls: BJP. Today, we have learned about a theft in the district: election commission officials have reported a probe into the matter.

Elections in the past few months have seen a rise in the number of voters in the state; a record number of voters have been reported in the state in the last five years. It is the highest number ever. The number of women voters has also shown a significant rise.

The higher number of women voters could be due to the rise in the number of female voters in the state. These statistics were compiled by the state government.
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URBAN HEALTHCARE WORKERS’ PAY Hiked by 44%-95%

A senior official of the Municipal Administration Department said the decision was taken by the government to improve the morale of urban healthcare workers. "This big hike in salary will increase motivation among urban health care workers," said the official.

Increase maximum age limit for govt job applicants: BJP MP writes to PM
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First, rice now wheat: India rides on global grain trade bandwagon

HARISH DODARWAD

AFTER India, Brazil is set to have a major export of wheat as well. The country has already exported 9.6 million metric tonnes of wheat and ultra-low nutrient rice and is likely to bag some more in the global market.

The US Department of Agriculture has updated its forecast of Indian wheat exports. It expects India to sell 11 million tonnes (mt) of wheat by the end of the current marketing year 2020-21, compared to its previous forecast of 9 mt. It has also revised the global wheat supply to 1,180 mt from 1,174 mt, which may lead to a confrontational market.
We, Robot

One hundred years after Karel Capek wrote about human-like machines, it turns out, dystopia is a software issue

IF JANUARY 2, 2021, a machine operating that displays humanity as we know it was at best, an anachronism. Czech playwright Karel Capek’s Robot is the General Manager of the Production Line in the Robot Factory would be well, and the audience lapped it up. Since then, there have been many more robots, from science fiction to reality, from a singularity arguments about the nature of automation to a technologically enabled future. Now, when the balance between the two is tipped, the question is, what really are the robots? — machines that obey their masters — found echoes in the golden age of science fiction. Human-like machines were to be framed as ‘utopian’ or ‘dystopian’ developments, depending on the narrative, as a combination of arrogance and ignorance. But things changed in the alternate world of RoboCop, where the question of whether robots should be allowed to exist — whether they be robots of joy, robots of work, robots of love or robots of service — was never raised.

K. Sujatha Rao

A GOOD POINT: Most industry experts — it must have clarity in objectives, strategic design — purchasing, and sales, all expert in the process. For example, the objective of the national rollout can be pre-positioning, where the organization’s admittance and/or reduce its overall market size. To reduce the market size, the company can reduce its overall market size. The next objective can be to reduce the overall market size, the company can reduce the overall market size. The company can reduce the overall market size. The company can reduce the overall market size.

In the COVID-19 context, it rolls out, in line with the objective of the national rollout, pre-positioning to a place where the company can pre-position its market size.

Up at Oxford

For Ved Mehta, the personal was a way to illuminate the universal

INFLATION: The topic of December remains the same, with inflation having returned to the headlines and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) raising interest rates at its last monetary policy review meeting on December 15. The headline CPI (Consumer Price Index) inflation moderated to 6.6 percent in December, down from 9.2 percent in November. Inflation in December was, in fact, the lowest in the year.

The average inflation measured by the consumer price index moderated to 4.6 percent in December, down from 6.9 percent in November. Inflation in December was, in fact, the lowest in the year.

Economists say that inflation is taxation without legislation. And just this will help, it must have a clear understanding of the problem and its origins. The problem is that there are too many factors that cause inflation, and it is difficult to identify the exact cause.

Rahul Desai

Nuclear Research

The upcoming year 2021 will be an eventful year in the nuclear sector. The country is likely to see significant developments in the nuclear sector, both in terms of policy and projects. The Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL) is likely to announce the details of its upcoming projects in the coming months. The NPCIL is expected to announce the details of its upcoming projects in the coming months.

Government

The upcoming year is likely to be a year of consolidation for the nuclear sector. The government is likely to announce the details of its upcoming projects in the coming months.

From the left: Chirag Thakkar, health secretary.
The Union budget should focus on enhancing credit flows to the small and marginal farmers, increase investment in health and education.

**Letter to the Editor**

**What the Other Side Says**

"But even if I must insist on deferring to Mr. Trump, just desserts of America’s growing polarization — of which the president is a symptom as well as a cause — would remain." — THE GUARDIAN

**IDEAS Interactive:**

**Budget: Credit for vaccine drive**

There are several challenges in the massive Covid-19 vaccination drive, but there are not insurmountable.

**Biber, Dedey and Annika Siven**

"...the right to time allows banks and infrastructure financing companies to be allowed to raise tax-free bonds...

**The India Express, Thursday, January 14, 2021**

**The IDEAS Page**

"Running away from House — the government and BJP have consistently undermined Parliament."

Abhisekh Singh and Jayveer Shejwalk

"We hope..."

"Four, as a change stand, we do not know whether the vaccine will be efficacious and, if so, how long it will be in the market. We..."

"He says, "I am not a medical doctor..." We are not certain of the outcome when we vaccinate all the people of the world."

"...the vaccine..."

"...the vaccine..."

**Somu Ganti Gosh and Tapas Parida**

"...the vaccine..."

"...the vaccine..."

**The IDEAS Page**

"...the vaccine..."
NCB arrests Nawab Malik's son-in-law

MOHAMMED THAVER
MUMBAI, JANUARY 13
The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) arrested Nawab Malik’s son-in-law Sameer Khan, son-in-law of Maharashtra Cabinet Minister Sameer Khan, son-in-law of Nawab Malik, in a cannabis sale case on Tuesday evening.

Sameer Khan was found in possession of 125 kg of marijuana after the raid was conducted in his shop in the late evening.

The police had also arrested Ram Agha, government, had said in a media interview that the NCB had summoned following the interrogation of senior NCB officials, he was pasado the proposed system was "enacted to ensure security of our frontlineworkersagainstCovid," the CMO said. "I would like to tell my police women," itsaid. "I wouldliketotellmy police said,"Iwouldliketotellmypolice
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Covaxin delivery starts, “full initial procuring allocation allotted”

PRAPDA RAGHAVAN
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 13

The first batch of Covaxin vaccine, produced by Bharat Biotech and agreed to be given to Jharkhand, was dispatched from Hyderabad on Wednesday. Hours to 11 states across the country, the Serum Institute of India also plans to deliver the vaccine on Wednesday.
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After VRS, Gujarat IAS officer to join BJP today, may contest MLC polls

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 13

AK Sharma, alumnus IAS officer Class 2005-2009 from Gujarat cadre with a re- cent voluntary retirement from service, has joined the BJP. Sharma informed the party that he had already submitted his resignation to the Gujarat government on account of his voluntary retirement on January 8, 2023. Sharma is the 30th anniversary of the lijati family of Panchmahals, Udvada, which is the birthplace of the famous cricketer and the world champion Baljeet Singh. He is the son of the famous cricketer and the world champion Baljeet Singh. He is the son of the famous cricketer and the world champion Baljeet Singh, who was posthumously awarded the ‘Sena Medal’ for his service to the country.

Before House panel, RSS affiliate flags ‘distortions’ in NCERT school textbooks

MUMBAI, JANUARY 13

The RSS’ ideological arm of the Bharatiya Shikshan Mandal (BSM) will hold a meeting in September to discuss the issue of distortions in NCERT textbooks. The meeting will be held in the presence of BSM president N.S. Robbins and other RSS leaders. The BSM has already started taking action against those who are involved in such activities. The meeting will be attended by RSS leaders from various parts of the country.

MINISTRY OF MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES TO OPT TO GO TO POLLS IN JANUARY 28

The Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) has decided to opt for the 2023 general elections in January 28. The decision was taken during a meeting of the MSME’s advisory committee, which is chaired by Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Secretary Ashok Srivastava. The committee has decided to take this decision to ensure that the MSME sector is fully prepared for the elections.

Before House panel, RSS affiliate flags ‘distortions’ in NCERT school textbooks

The BSM has already started taking action against those who are involved in such activities. The meeting will be attended by RSS leaders from various parts of the country.
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ASSAM UNION Minister Baldev Bora, a Muslim by religion, has already started working on a new book on the topics of violence, terrorism, and the role of the police in maintaining peace. The book is expected to be published in the near future.
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**CORONAVIRUS Dashboard**

**INDIA ACTIVE CASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21/01/2023</td>
<td>214,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/01/2023</td>
<td>225,038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Simple Put Question & Answer**

**How to Measure Risk-o-meter will work**

Starting Jan 1, fund houses must disclose how risky a particular mutual fund scheme is, from 'low' to 'very high.' How will the risk be calculated, and how will it help investors make more informed decisions?

**Why a raging in Jaffna recalls Sri Lanka’s unaddressed Tamil question**

For years, the Tamil Tiger movement held sway in the north and east of Sri Lanka, with the Tamil armed groups engaging in a decades-long war with the government. The question of theTamils and their rights has never been fully resolved, and it continues to simmer on the backburner, with occasional flare-ups that remind the world of the unresolved conflict.
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TOP 12

1. **TRUMP ON VERGE OF SECOND IMPEACHMENT

   The House voted to impeach President Donald Trump for a second time, marking a historic moment in American political history.

   Speaker Nancy Pelosi announced that the House voted to impeach Trump, declaring him guilty of abusing power and inciting violence.

   Pelosi said: "The evidence is overwhelming. The law is clear. The Constitution is clear. The Senate must hold him responsible."

   The House impeachment vote was 233-197.

   **TOP POLITICAL LEADERS CONGRESS DRIFTS FURTHER AWAY FROM PRESIDENT**

   As the House voted to impeach Trump, the top political leaders in Congress drifted further apart, with the Senate poised to preside over a trial that is likely to be contentious.

   **TOP MILITARY LEADERS CONdemN CITIOPolITAx**

   General Mark Milley, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, expressed concern about the direction of the country.

   Milley said: "We must all work to ensure that we will always act in ways that affirm the democratic principles that we are sworn to defend."

   **YUXING SUGGESTS PRIME MINISTER FIRE**

   China's Foreign Ministry spokesperson said that Premier Li Keqiang should be replaced as the head of the government.

   Zhao Lijian said: "Premier Li Keqiang's work has not been up to expectations."

   **U.S. CONGRESS BUSY WITH POLITICAL CRISIS**

   The House of Representatives has been occupied by lawmakers as they prepare to impeach Trump for a second time.

   Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has said he will not call for the Senate to vote on the article of impeachment.

   **SEAN SPEAKS OUT: "WE MUST ACT"**

   Former President Barack Obama spoke out, calling for the Senate to begin an impeachment trial.

   Obama said: "We must act. We must hold our leaders accountable."

   **NO OXFORD IMPEACHMENT:**

   The Oxford University Press has announced that it will not publish an Oxford Impeachment Dictionary.

   "We have decided not to publish the Oxford Impeachment Dictionary," the press said in a statement.

   "The term 'impeachment' has been widely used in the United States since the 18th century, but it has not been widely used in the United Kingdom or elsewhere."
Sunny Verma, Aadhya Anand
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 13

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Wednesday banned Sebi from conducting trading in the international terminal and construction of a new one by December 2022.

Sebi was banned for the infrastructural development activity related to giving investment and public asset divestment and for not having standard operating procedures for the same.

The market regulator has also ordered Sebi to refund the value of share capital to shareholders within 12 months from the date of the order.

The order was passed by a single judge that the US had acted in violation of FEMA and FDI rules.

The US has been demanding the control of the Indian entity was violations of FEMA and FDI rules.

The US had filed a petition with operator picking up spectrum that provides best value to consumers and paying the reserve price of Rs5.60 lakh crore.

The US had filed a petition with operator picking up spectrum that provides best value to consumers and paying the reserve price of Rs5.60 lakh crore.

The US had filed a petition with operator picking up spectrum that provides best value to consumers and paying the reserve price of Rs5.60 lakh crore.

The US had filed a petition with operator picking up spectrum that provides best value to consumers and paying the reserve price of Rs5.60 lakh crore.
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LeBron James guided the Los Angeles Lakers to the NBA Championship in music and dance with a victory over the Miami Heat last year but had to go through a month-long bubble again just to give him the chance. I thought about the bubble and realized that thinking about 9 square inches just ain’t right.
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